
concern and a source of confusion to the public. Home
owners are besieged with devices to measure radon levels
andmay not know what to do aboutthe results they obtain.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Na
tional Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement
(NCRP), the International Commission on Radiation Pro
tection (ICRP) and other groups concerned with radiation
protection matters have all issued guidelines (1â€”7).Al
though they differ in detail, these guidelines and recom
mended actions are in general agreement. A matter of
concern is that the media have chosen the lowest level of
the guidelines, which the public translates into the upper
limit of â€œsafedose.â€•It is not surprising that there is wide
spread confusion regardingthe nature and severity of the
problem, the risk magnitude, the steps that should be taken
to cope with differentcircumstances and the costs associ
ated with differentactions. This reportpovides infomation
needed to understandthese issues and to provide a com
pilationof the relevantfacts for those individualsinterested
in the potential health effects of environmental radon.

Many articles have been published in the scientific liter
atureandby the mainstreampress dealingwith the issue of
humanrisk from radonexposure. Many of these appear in
publicationsby the National Academy of Sciences (NAS),
NCRP, EPA, Department of Energy (DOE) (8â€”15).

RADON CHARACTERIS11cS

Radon, 222Rn(Tia 382 days), is a daughterproductof
radium, @Ra,which in turn is derived from the longer
lived antecedent, @U.Thoron, @Â°Rn(T@ = 56 5cc) iS a
daughter of thorium, @Fh,which is present in larger
amounts in the earth's crust than radon. Because of
thoron's short half-life, it is essentially all gone before it
leaves the ground and is of no significant radiobiologic
consequence. These radionucide series are present in
slowly decreasing amounts in the environment (geologic
time scale) due to radioactive decay of their parents which
has been known and understood since the end of the last
century.

Widely varying radon levels exist in different regions
related to geological circumstances. New concern regard

. The nsk from environmental radon levels is not higher now
than inthe past, when residentialexposures were not consid
ered to be a significanthealth hazard.

. The majorityofthe redondose isnotfrom radon itself,butfrom
short-#ved alpha-emitting radon daughters, most notably
218Po(T@ 3 mm)and 214p0 (11,20.164 msec) along withbeta
partides from2145k(T@ 19.7 mm).

. Radon gas can penetrate homes from many sources and in
various fashions. Measuring radon in homes is simple and
relativelyinexpensiveand may be accomplishedinavatiety of
ways. Althoughit is not possible to radon-proofa house, it is
possible to reduce the level. In high radon areas, ifthe aver
age level is higher than 4â€”8pCiiliter(NCRP recommended
level is 8 pCi/liter,EPA recommended level is 4 pCifliter),
appropriate action is advised.

. The shape ofthe dose responsecurvesfor minersexposed to
alpha-emittingparticles in the workplace is consistent with
current biologicknowledge.It is linear in the lowdose range
and saturates inthe highdose range. Nodetectable increase
in lung cancer frequency is seen inthe lowest exposed miners
(those withexposures <120 WLM,the relevantdose interval
for most homes).SEvidenceforahealtheffectfromradonexposureisbasedon
data fromanimalstudies and epklemiologiostudies of mines.
Extensive radiobiologicdata predict a linear dose-response
curve in the low dose region due to poor biological repair
mechanisms forthe highdensityof ionizingevents that alpha
partides create. However, no compelling evidence for in
creased cancer risks has yet been demonstrated from â€œec
ceptableâ€• levels (<4â€”8 pCi/liter).

Key Words: radon; environmental radiation
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he potential hazardof radiationexposure to radongas
and its daughter products from natural background has
been highlighted in the press and has become a matter of
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ing radonexposures is traceableto the discovery thatthere
are more houses with high radon levels than previously
realized and to the use of a new method of expressing and
summing doses from partial body exposures, such as the
lung dose from radon daughters (7â€”16).This method of
dose expression was promulgated by the ICRP and the
NCRP based on defined weighting factors which make it
possible to sum partial body doses and thereby estimate a
total body dose that would have a quantifiable risk. This
quantity is defined as the effective dose (16). Thus, the
previously estimated partial body environmental radon
dose to the tracheobronchial epithelium (ThE) (2500
mrem/yr) was not included in whole-body dose calcula
tions because that exposure was limited to a small fraction
of the body.

The new method of calculation multiplies the 2500-
mrem/yr dose to the ThE by a weighting factor which
allows the dose to the ThE to be included in the effective
dose from environmental radiation exposure. Different
weighting factors have been proposed, rangingfrom0.06 to
0.12 with 0.12 currently used by the EPA, NCRP and
ICRP. This tissue weighting is performed in order to esti
mate the overall risk from exposure to only a small partof
the body and this raises the radoncontributionto the whole
body from 0 mrem to 300 mrem. NCRP quotes an uncer
tainty of Â±50% in these numbers. Based on these esti

mates, radonin equilibriumwith its daughtersdelivers two
times more dose thanpreviously accepted as the total dose
received from all sources of natural background exposure

(â€”400mrem/yrontheaveragein theUnitedStates)(Table
1). Thus, it is not surprising that adoption of the effective
dose notion by many radiationprotectiongroups, including
the NCRP and the EPA in the United States, has led to
increased concern regardingthe potential health effects of
radon. It should be noted that lung cancer risk coefficients
from radon are not increased as there are no new cases of
lung cancer that led to the increased dose estimate. In fact,
the new estimates of radiation dose imply a lower risk
coefficient. That is, when the same numberof lung cancer
cases that occur are attributed to the higher doses (effective
doses), the risk per unit exposure is decreased. The effec
tive dose concept is discussed at greater length in NCRP
Reports nos. 93 (17) and 100 (18) and ICRP no- 60 (7).

UNflS OF MEASUREMENT FOR RADON LEVELS

Almost all measurements of radon levels in the home or
outdoors are expressed as the concentration of radon in
units of picocuries per liter of air (pCi/liter), or in SI units
as Becquerels per cubic meter (Bq/m3),and radon daugh
ters are expressed in working levels (WL). A working level
month (WLM) is defined as 170hr (21.25working days/mo
x 8 hr/day)in a workplaceat oneWL. Thus,a 12-hr/day
exposure in the home at one WL, corresponds to â€”P26
working level months per year i.e., 2.1 x the occupational
exposure, assuming equal radon levels at home and in the

workplace, other things being equal. Exposure rate is typ
ically given in working level months per year (WLM/yr).

The WL unit was developed for use in radon occupa
tional exposure assessment since often there was incom
plete informationon the degree of equilibriumwith daugh
ter products. Dosimetrically, it corresponds to the dose
delivered in 1 liter of air that results in the emission of
1.3 x 1O@MeV of potential alphaenergy (19). The amount
of time spent in the mine or in the home determines the
number of WLM associated with a particular exposure
level, but because most people spend more time at home
than at work, the WLM could be higherthan from a corn
parable mine radon daughter concentration. Typical out
door levels in the U.S. are given by NCRP no. 78 as 0.2
pCi/liter (11).

The correspondence between WLs and radon concen
tration in air in pCi/liters depends on the extent to which
radon daughters (which impart dose to the tracheobron
chial epithelium dose) are in equilibriumwith the parent
radon. At complete equilibrium, 1 pCi/liter results in an
exposure equal to 0.01 working levels. The assumption is
generally made that inside buildings the radon decay prod
uct/radon equilibrium is 50%. Thus, inside buildings, 1
pCi/liter = 0.005 WL, or 1 WL = 200 pCi/liter. (Note:
Consideration must also be given to radionudlide attach
ment and distribution)(Table 2).

DOSIMETRY

Radon-222is a decay productfromthe @Udecay chain,
illustrated in Figure 1. The external dose from 222@and its
airborne progeny is a very small fraction of the natural
external radiationdose received by individuals. However,
inhalation of radon and its daughters, may be followed by
deposition of potentially large amounts of energy, i.e.,
absorbed dose in the tracheobronchial epitheium from the
short-lived alpha and beta particle-emitting decay products
(primarily 218Po,214Pb,214Biand 214Po).

The radiation dose from these densely ionizing alpha
radiations to the bronchial mucosa depends on radionu
cide deposition and residence time. Particle deposition
depends on three mechanisms: impaction, sedimentation
and diffusion. Deposition and residence time depend on
whether the radioactivity is attached to airbornedust par
tides or is unattached (following inhalation, unattached
daughters are able to deposit deeper in the lung than dust
particle-attached radon daughters). Respiratory factors
(breathing rate and depth, mucociliaiy clearance, and site
of impaction in the bronchial tree) influence depth of pen
etrationinto the lungwith deeper particles having a longer
residence time. Dose to the ThE from radon per se is
negligible, since its intrapulmonaiy residence time is short
with respect to its half-life. The high absorbed dose is from
the decay of radon daughtersattached to the ThE.

Although the location of the critical target for lung can
cer induction is not known, it is assumed to be the basal
cell at the fourth generation of the tracheobronchial tree
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EffectivedoseDose equivalent@
Source (mrem/yr) (mrem/yr) %totalNaturalCosmic

27 278Terrestrial
28 288p,@@41@@1t

2400 20055Internal
39 3911Total

â€” 29482M@dalMedical:

x-rayDx 39 3911â€”nuclearmedidne
14 144Consumer

products 10 104Other
<0.01 <0.01<0.3Total

â€” 6319Total

(Natural+ Artificial) 3601001â€¢o

softtissues.Modifiedfromreference9.tOose
equivalentto bronchifromradon daughter produots.Assumed weightingfectorfor etfeotivedose =0.08.and

beyond and dose delivered to the mucous-covered cell precision. Present calculations for an average indoorandis
calculated to the basal cell nucleus at this location. The outdoor exposure (0.75 pCi/liter)to a cell 22 @mdeep, inadepth

of mucous covering the critical target strongly influ- fourth generation airway, range from 140â€”340mrad/yr,ences
the dose received from the short-range energetic with the highest doses to 10-yr-oldchildren. (Acontinuousalpha
emissions as does the integrity and activity of the exposure to radon at a concentration of 1 pCi/literwouldmuco-ciliary

escalator that carries particles in a retrograde result in an annual exposure to radon progeny of0.25fashion
out of the lung. Alpha particles contribute more WLM/yr, which corresponds to 188 mrad/yr or3750than

85%of the ThE dose which will be deposited within mrem/yr for an adult, assuming a quality factor of 20for30
j@mof the decay site. alpha particles(1)).Dose

calculations depend on the airborne radiation 1ev
els and concentration of radon and its progeny and on the RADONMEASUREMENTSmodeling

assumptions noted above (20). The radiation1ev- There are three classes of measurement techniquesthatels
can now be measured with reasonable accuracy and areused: (1)grabsampling, (2)continuous activesampling,TABLE

2Convers@n
FactorsSI

unit TraditiOnalunitconversion

TABLE I
Average AnnualRadia@onExposure Rate (mrem/yr)in the US

Activity(Bq) 1 Cl = 3.7 x 1010 @q(1 pCi = 0.037 Bq)
Concentration(Bq/m3) 1 pCI/liter= 37 Bq/m3
Potentialalpha energy (conc.(PAEC)) I WL@ 1.3 x 10@MeV/Ilter= 2.08 x iO@ J/m3
Exposure(Jm-3s) I WLM= 12.97Jm3s
Exposure (Bqm3 yr) 1 WLM= 74.0 Bqm3 yr (for @Rnsatins)
Exposurerate 1 WLM/yr= 4.11 x iO@ Jm3
Exposurerate 1 WLM/yr= 74.0 Bqm3 (for @Rnsodas)

1 WL = 200 pC@1iter(50% equL) (fromreference 14)

*1WL(occup.exposure)x 12 M/yr(I.e.,8 hr/day,5 days/wk)= 12WLM/yrand1WLinthehomeconveysa higherdoseduetooccupancytime:
I WL(home)x 51.6/2 M/yr(I.e.,12 hr/day,7 days/wkoccupancy)= 25.8 WLM/yr,(0.2pCilliter= Typicaloutsidelevel = 120 mred/yr(TBE)).

Assuming8hroutdoors(33%)at0.2PCI/Ifterand16hrindoors(67%)at 1pClilfter,NCRPestimates:averageradonlevel= 0.75pCIPItteI= 0.004
WLwhichcorrespondsto51.6x 0.004= 0.2WLM/yr.TBEdosefromenvironmentalradondependsmostlyonindoorlevels.

Ifhome levelsare atthe NCRPactionguideline(8PCI/lIter),then totalredonexposure = 0.029WL(La.,7.25tImesabove the average, i.e.,0.004
WI)

120 mrad/yr (@BE)x 20 (RBE@= 2400 mrern/yr (ThE).
2400 mrerr@yrx 0.12 (WF) = 300 mrem/yr (ED).
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FIGURE 1. The radondecaychain(10).

and (3) integrative sampling (21). Grab samplingprovides
instantaneous measures of radon or radon progeny in air.
Since values fluctuatewidely dependingon various factors,
grabsamplingtechniques are used in industrialmonitoring.
Continuous active sampling involves multiple measure
ments at closely spaced time intervals over a long period.
These are costly and only recommendedwhen other mea
sures indicate a problem and the source of radon entry
needs to be precisely pinpointed. Integrativesamplingde
vices are passive, and collect data on radon levels over a
fixed period of time.

Typical integrative devices are charcoal cannisters, or
alpha track film dosimeters. The charcoal devices (Fig. 2)
come in a cannister,which is opened andplaced in selected
locations. Radon in air diffuses into the cannister and is
adsorbed onto charcoal. Following exposure for 2â€”7days,
dependingon the particulardevice and the instructionsfor
its use, it is sent back to the supplier who assays it by
counting the gamma rays from the daughternucide (e.g.,
214Pb). If the cannisters are exposed for several weeks or
longer, the results will be primarilyindicative of the activ
ity sampled toward the end of the exposure interval since
222Rnhas a half-life of 3.8 days. Some of the cannisters
have an additionalifiter that affects the integrationperiod,
and make the cannister insensitive to thoron (@Â°Rn).

A second type of integrative sampling detector is the
alpha particle track etch detector (Fig. 3). This device can
be used to average data over longer periods of time, as the
track etch evidence of exposure does not decay. However,
dust andelectrostatics make them less reliableandthey are
only sensitive to radon gas activity.

Ordinarily, charcoal cannisters are used to measure ac
tivity in the area where occupants spend the most time.
Indoor radon levels are normally highest in winter. If levels
are not elevated at that time, additional measurements
should not be necessary. If high activity levels are found,
then additionalmeasurements should be made throughout
the year in other parts of the house, especially the base
ment which usually has the most activity. Resources rec
ommended by state or local health or environmental pro
tection agencies are available if more intensive programs
areneeded to pinpointandremedy highlevels. These agen
cies also advise on testing methods and can provide lists of
radon testing laboratories that performed successfully in
the EPA proficiency testing program.

A new method of estimating the long-term integrated
radon exposures was recently developed in Sweden and
measures the amount of 210poin vitreous glass found in the
home (23â€”25).Short-livedradondaughtersplate out on the
glass and undergo alpha decay leading to the formation of
2l4pi@which decays to 2lOpi@(fl@ Tm). The activity of

2lOpi.@or its daughter product 210p0@ be used to estimate

cumulative exposures to residents from radon daughter
concentration in the home. The activity of the glass is
measured in the home using large surface area ionization
chambers or surface barrier detectors which assay the
amountof the 5.3 MeV alpha energy emitted (Fig. 4). The
phenomenon is based on the fact that when the alpha
particle is emitted, the daughter nucleus (21Â°Pb)recoils in
the opposite directionandgets embedded in the glass close
to the surface. One would presume that 50%of the recoils
would result in deposited activity in the glass, but the ratio
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is closer to 30%. Factors such as heat circulation patterns
in the room and the frequency with which surface grime is
washed from the window does not appear to seriously
affect the estimated dose (26).

Another new technique promises to be useful for esti
matingcumulative in vivo absorbed dose from radon. The
technique measures the 21Â°Pbcontent in the skull. Lead
210 emits a 47-keV gammaray (4%abundance),which can
easily penetrate the soft tissue that intervenes between the
skull and the five large-area, thin-crystal Nal scintillator
detectors placed about the subject's head. Assuming 14%
of the bone mass is contained in the skull (27) and the
effective half-life of 21Â°Pbin the body (12â€”18yr), the cu
mulative dose from radon in measured subjects can be
estimated (28). These calculations require knowledge of
the mechanisms and the rate of transferof radondaughters
from the lung to the skeleton. These factors have yet to be
established.

The alpha recoil method makes it possible to estimate
the dose from radon daughters accumulated over the life
time of window or picture frame glass in a particular resi
dence, as well as in a miner's lamp. Residential measure
ments should make it possible to rank houses on an
exposure index and miner's lamp readings could be impor
tant in rankingmines. The measurementof 21Â°Pblevels in
vivo is also likely to be useful for ranking individuals into
dose groups. However, 21Â°Pblevels are complicated by
other factors including radiumin the diet and one cannot
differentiaterecent from old exposures which will make it
difficult to estimate person-years (no. of persons exposed
x no. of yr exposed)at riskfor individualsubjects.None
theless, all these new methods should be useful in epide
miology studies, but it is likely that it will still be difficult to
estimate ThE dose accurately.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTiONOF HIGH
RADON LEVELS

The use of average values of dose from natural back
groundradonsuggests that dose is ratheruniform,whereas
in fact radon levels vary markedly in different regions of

@ @â€” â€”

FIGURE 2. Charcoalcannisterscan be manufacturedsimplyus
inga smallcancoveredbyascreen. ThecharcoaliscontainedInthe
space below the screen, wh@h is held in place by a nng. A top is
fittedover this arrangementuntilexposure,at wh@htime ft Is re
moved.Thetop is replacedand sealed at the end ofexposure,and
the entirecan is placedon a Nalgammacountingsystemforanal
ysis(22).

FiGURE 3. ftJpha-trackdevices consist of matedal, such as film,
wt*h sustains damage along the track of an alpha particle. The
material is then placed intoetching fluid,wh@henlarges the track by
extendingthe regionof damage. Once the trackshave been suffl
cientlyenlarged to become vialble,their density at the surface of the
material is determined and related to dose (22). (Photo courtesy of
Terradex).

the country based on geologic factors, relation to mines
and mine tailings, as well as levels of radium and radon in
water supplies (29). In general, high levels of radon are
associated with granite igneous rocks, shale and dirty
quartz sedimentary rocks, phosphate deposits and some
beach sands, which may contain high levels of radon pro
genitors, i.e., uranium or thorium. Basalt has relatively
little uranium,i.e., halfof the averagevalue found in rocks
of all kinds, whereas the granite stratacontain upwards of
twofold increases above averagevalues (0.7 pCi/g). Figure
5 shows a map of locations with potentially high radon
levels based on geologic formations in the United States.

Rock types that are high radon sources in the U.S.
include (29):

1. Uraniferous metamorphic rocks and granites:
Sheared faults in these formations cause some of the
highest indoor levels in the U.S., particularlyin the
Rocky and Appalachian Mountain ranges and the
Sierra Nevadas.

2. Marine black shales: Sources of high radon through
out the U.S., especially the central region from Ohio
to Colorado.

3. Glacialdepositsderivedfromuranium-bearingrock
and sediment. Majorcomponents of glacial deposits
in the northernmidwest. They have high radon em
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anationdue to largesurface area, and highpermeabil
ity due to cracking when dry.

4. Soils derived from carbonate, especially karstic ter
rainwhich is high in uraniumand radium.

5. Uraniferousfluvial, deltaic, marineand lacustrinede
posits, which provide most of the U.S. uranium,and
are located in the western U.S.

Typically, the maximum @Raconcentration in phos
phate ores is about 40 pCi/g (about 50 times greater than
average concentrationin soil). Thus, ore that is close to the
surface, or residues from mining that are left on the sur
face, can give rise to very high local concentrations. In the
U.S., this problem is mostly localized to Polk County,
Florida and although not a great contributorto global 1ev
els, there is concern within those communities and local
abatement efforts are underway. In some mining commu
nities in Colorado, local releases from uraniumminingres
idues and mine tailings can be significant sources of atmo
spheric radon. Typical emanation rates may exceed 300
pCi/m2-s (30). In 1983, the EPA established regulations
that average releases from tailing sites may not exceed 20
pCi/m2-s (which is 40 times greater than the average from
soil). Releases from coal residues and the burningof nat
uralgas and coal complete the list of majorcontributorsto
atmospheric radon.

It should be noted that indoor levels of radon are not
related simply to geologic factors but depend on many
factors, including degree of fracturingof the bedrock and
on the intervening pathway. Radon mobility through soil
may vary by up to 10'@-folddependingon soil porosity (30).
Rock permeabilityis now recognized as a key factor influ
encing radon availabilityat the surface, even in low-urani
um-containingrock types, such as limestone (31).

Another potentially important source of radon expo

sures is from radon outgassing from high levels in water
(Fig. 6). Radon concentrations in surface waters are usu
ally very low. Since municipal water supplies are typically
aerated, this results in diminished radon levels. Rural
household wells are a potentially bigger problem. Deep
aquifershave highly variable radon levels. Levels depend
on uranium content of the rock and distribution of the
aquiferrelative to the rock, and on groundwaterflow pat
terns. Thus, areas with granite-based aquifers may have
highly variable levels, as noted in Table 3.

SOURCES OF ATMOSPHERIC RADON

The major source of mRa in the atmosphere (at least
80%) is from emanations from soil from rock formations
close to the ground surface (11), from the decay of @U
through @Rato @Rn(Table 4).

Radon dissolved in ground water is the second most
importantpotentialsource of atmosphericradon.Nonethe
less, in most locations it is a minor source of human expo
sure in view of the small absorbed dose following oral
ingestion. In some locations where water from highly ra
dioactive deep wells is used, it can be a significant contrib
utor. Thus, in Maine, New Hampshire,some regionsof the
Appalachianmountainsand Florida, concentrations found
in some privatewells exceed 10,000pCi/liter.When water
use is high in the home, air levels are found to be elevated
due to outgassing from the water (32). Typically, a radon
concentrationof 10,000pCi/literinwaterwould result in air
concentration of 1 pCi/liter.

Turbulent or heated water (flowing in wash basins,
showers, washing machines, flush toilets, etc.) is a source
of elevated radon levels in the home, as these activities
liberate dissolved radon into the home atmosphere. The
amountreleased depends on the radoncontent of the water
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FiGURE 5. Map of the United States
showingareas withpotentiallyhigh radon
levelsinsoilgas, based p.ImaIIIyon geolog
icalreportsand modIficationofnationalura
niumresourceevaluationdata (22).

(which varies widely between regions) and the amount
used (70â€”250gal in a typical household per day). On the
average, 70% of radon contained in household water is
released into indoor air (35).

The effect of humaninhabitanceon home radonlevels is
illustrated graphically in Figure 7which is a record of radon
levels in a Houston apartment during a two-day period.
Radon concentration in air increased 3â€”5-foldduringtimes
the apartmentwas occupied.

NCRP Commentary No. 6 discusses the main sources of
indoor radon and gives specific geographic areas in the
U.S. where high levels exist (5). The EPA stratified survey
was conducted in 125 counties in all 50 states. An average
level of 1.25 pCi/liter(46 Bq/m3)was found, with 6%of the
housing units exceeding the EPA action limit of 150 Bq/m3
or 4 pCi/liter. (13)

MECHANISMSOF RADON ENTRYINTOBUILDINGS

Since radonis constantly escaping from the ground, it is
always present in the air, but under certain circumstances
the concentration of radon in a building can be increased
significantly over its normal outdoor level. Most buildings
have a confined air space with limited air movement and
only a slow exchange with outside air. Consequently, the
concentrationof any particulatesor gases released into the
building atmosphere will tend to increase above the con
centrationnormallyfound in outside air. Radoncan enter a
building in a number of ways and once inside, the concen
trationof its particulateprogeny will increase as the radon
decays. Thus, high concentrations of radon in soils with
high transport efficiency (i.e., loose, porous, dry soil) can
lead to elevated radon concentrations in buildings.

Soil is the major source of radon. Studies underway by

.@ @.,@.
II /

a >370,000 Bq m3
U37000â€”370,000Bqm3
a 18500â€”37,000 Bq m3

@ 3700â€”18,500Bqm3
@ <3700Bqm3

FiGURE 6. Map of the United States
showing the distributionof radon In ground
water suppiles by county (22).
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TABLE 3
Average Radon Concentrationsin GroundwaterbyAquiferType*Aquifer

type No. of sampiss@2@Rn (Bqm3)GranitesMaine

136817,700North
Carolina24390,800South
Carolina22298,800Sweden

1492,000Metamorphic
rocksMaineSillimanite

zone35503,300Chlorite
zone5641,000North

CarolinaGnelss/schlst
7183,000MetaVOIcanIC

2149,900South
CarolInaHIgh-grade-â€”MOnaZite

belt1253,400Medium-grade
11118,100Low@grade

7274,700SwedenGneiss

826,000UmestoneRodda

165550South
Carolina151300North
CarolIna223,440Sweden

1224,000Unconsolidated
sandaquifersNorth

Carolinacoastal plain13915,760Minnesota
(glacialdrift)35011,470South

CarolinaLower
coastal plain156,950Middle
coastal plain349,470Upper
coastal plain2917,340@From

reference22.

SourceInput
to atmosphere

(milionCI/yr)Emanation

fromsoil2000.0Ground
water(potential)500.0Emanation

fromoceans30.0Phosphate
residues3.0Uranium

milltailings2.0Coal
residues0.02Natural
gas0.01Coal
combustion0.0009Human

exhalation0.00001â€˜From

reference11.

est determinantof home levels. Table 5 shows the varia
tions in contributionsto radon in the home (35).

Radon concentrations indoors will generally be highest
in the basement or on the ground level since the major
source is influx from the soil under and aroundthe house.
First floor concentrations will be lower by about a factor of
two. Indoor radon concentrations are typically a factor of
two to three times higher than outdoor levels. The radon
concentration in the upper levels and in apartmentsabove
the first floor are usually of no concern.

In addition to soil and water sources of indoor radon,
home construction materialscan be a significantcontribu
tor. Table 6 indicates the emission rate measured from
various building materials. Clearly, the concrete used in a
buildingdependingon its origincan be a majorcontributor,
and in all cases, concrete is a more significantradonsource
than other buildingmaterials.

The frequency of homes with elevated radon levels var
ies in different regions of the country. The shape of the
measured distribution is log normal. The distribution is
highly skewed with most homes in the low-dose region.
Based on measurements in 552 homes from 19 studies
conducted in regionswithout unusuallyhighradonconcen
trations, average levels measured in single-family homes
by Nero (36) were found to be 0.96â€”1.66pCi/literbased on
geometric and arithmetic mean calculations. In Nero's
data, 2.5% of the houses were above 8 pCi/liter, which is
the action level recommended by NCRP (Fig. 8).

An EPA survey of 11,000 homes from 125 counties na
tionwide found the average annualradon concentration in
U.S. housing units is 1.25 Â±006 pCi/liter, with a median
value of 0.67 pCi/liter.They estimate that 6.01% Â±0.58%
of housing units (6 million homes) exceed the EPA action
level of 4 pCi/liter(37).

The distributionof population dose to residents in the
Reading Prong region is given in Table 7. The levels in
Pennsylvania are higher than in New Jersey which is sig
nificantly higher than the U.S. average (unpublished data).
The difference is most notable in the portion of the popu
lationexposed at levels above 8 and 20 pCi/liter.It is in the

TABLE 4
Sources of Global Atmosphetic Radon*

the U.S. Geological Survey show that soil-gas radonlevels
vary widely in small areas (within a housing lot) and are not
well correlated with the radiumcontent of the soil. Pres
sure-drivenflow is the majormeans of transportfrom soil
into buildingsbecause the pressure inside buildingsis usu
ally lower than that in the soil, especially in the winter.
Houses with no barrier between the soil and the interior
(e.g., with a dirt floor in the basement or crawl space) are
especially vulnerable. Houses with porous foundations
(e.g., concrete block or fieldstone) present only a minimal
barrierto flow. Even houses with poured concrete base
ment floors and foundations usually have routes of entry
for soil gas throughjoints, penetrations,cracks, sumps and
drains. Radon can enter a house from soil gas through
ground level drainage systems, flaws in a concrete floor
slab and concrete block walls (33).

The water supply can be a route of entry if there is a
significant amount of radon in the ground water and if the
water supply is derived directly from deep wells (34). Dif
ferences in water usage patterns, ventilation and air flow
can cause significant temporal variations in radon levels
indoors. However, soil gas radon content may be the great
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FiGURE 7. Continuous radon monItor
record from Houstonapartment indicating
influenca of occupancy on radon concentra
tion (32).

high-dose regions of the country that greatest attention to
measurement and remediationneeds to be focused.

On rare occasions, radon levels have been found in
houses which exceed those measured in uranium mines.
This situation has occurred where the house is above a
deep fissure in a graniteshelfcontaining higherthannormal
levels of radium. The radon outgasses from the fissure
through the soil under and aroundthe home and enters it.
The high pressure undergroundrelative to the pressure in
the home forces radon into the building. This is especially
true in the winter when hot, low density air is vented from
chimneys and other openings and is replaced by cold ra
don-containing air from the environment. When the ground
adjacent to the house is frozen, soil permeability is dimin
ished. A highaccess channel for radonentry into the home
is found under the house, where the ground is warmer.

When a house is located on a shelf of granitewith a deep
fault, the surface area from which @Rnescapes includes
the depth of the fault with graniteon both sides, as well as
the ground surface. A similarsituation was noted where a
granite shelf lay below an empty large salt dome through
which the radonmigratedrapidly, and reached the surface

with less time for radioactive decay. Clearly, such rare,
very local circumstances justify quick remedial action.
Public concern about radon has been raised and remedial
action has been recommended at levels below which in
creased risk has been documented. It is not surprising that
little in the way of remedialaction has been taken at levels
in the 4-8-pCi/liter interval. The EPA is concerned, how
ever, that testing even in high radon areas has not been
widely carried out.

MmGA11ONSTRATEGIES

The EPA has issued a series of documents on radonthat
provide useful guidance to the homeowner. A report which
provides detailed and practical information on mitigation
strategies for existing homes is found in the Citizen's
Guides (1,3). Practical information concerning methods for
reducingradonlevels in new construction are also given by

TABLE 6
Estimates of @Â°RaConcentration in Building Materials*

Wood
Conc@
Brick
Tie
Wallboard

Naturalgypsum
Phosphogypsum

Insulatingmaterial(glssswooi)@

0.03
0.43â€”1.65
1.1â€”2.6
2.1

0.11â€”0.27
0.73
0.35â€”1.1

TABLE 5
Approximate Contributions from Sources of Radon in Houses*

So@gas tr@t0-6 Bq(0-150pa)Release
from potable H200-2 Bq(0-80pa)Soil

gasdiffusion0.1â€”0.2 Bq(3-6pCi)Diffusion
frombuildingmaterials0.01-1 Bq(0.3-30 pCi)

â€˜Fromreference33.
tCorI@1trSIH@@,sof solid material from which the home is made.
@TheimpeMous (glsssy) nature of these products retards radon

ralsase.
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concrete-block houses can be vented by sucking air from
the hollow spaces in the wall and venting away from the
house to prevent radon from entering from this route.
Lastly, methods are described for decreasing negative pros
sures within the house by bringing air into the house in
proportionto losses fromchimneys, dryers,etc., or by pos
itive pressure including basement pressurization by blowing
air from upper floors into the sealed basement. A comparison
of the featuresof differentsystems is given in Table 8.

HEALTh EFFECTS AND HEALTh RISK

The majorhealthriskfromexposure to radonprogeny is
bronchogemc carcinoma. There are two major sources of
human data: (1) Miners (old, poorly chronicled exposures
with large numbers of person-years at risk, plus newer,
better monitored, but incomplete studies); and (2) Epide
miology studies (highbackgroundareas; largepopulations,
lower exposures).

Almost all large epidemiologic studies of lung cancer in
miners indicate an excess mortality in groups receiving
cumulative exposures of > 120 WLM. However, dosimet
ric measurementsmade inworkingmines in differentcoun
tries many years ago (especially priorto 1950)are subject
to considerable uncertainty (8). Moreover, interpretation
of dose-response curves for alphaparticles is complicated.
Evidence derived from radiobiologyindicates that densely
ionizing radiations, such as those from alpha particles,
show dose-response curves which increase linearly from
low doses to a maximumvalue, above which cancer induc
tion rates fall due to wasted radiation, i.e., an additional
dose to transformedcells is less efficient since the affected
cells are already damaged; hence further doses either have
no additionaleffect or result in cell killing (14).

Figure 9 shows representative data from studies of un
derground miners. A positive linear high slope region is
seen following exposures below 200â€”300WLM, which
falls off and becomes negative at higher doses presumably
due to cell killing.

It is assumed that the increased lung cancer risk to
miners is due to @Rnand its daughters, but the cofactor
role of the other dusts they breath in the mine has long
been debated (39).

A retrospective cohort study conducted in southern
China in collaborationwith the U.S. National Cancer In
stitute involved 175,143 person-years of observation of
workers in a tin mine (40). Eighty percent of the workers
were employed undergroundand were exposed to radon
and arsenic-containingdusts. Death was attributedto lung
cancer in 981 individuals. This is the largest study reported
to date, and is the firstin which these detailedrelationships
could be tested with a reasonable statistical power. In
additionto lungcancer, statistically significantincreases in
mortality were also observed for leukemia (12 deaths),
lymphoma (5 deaths), pneumoconiosis (32 deaths), other
respiratorydiseases (63 deaths), coronaryheartdisease (47
deaths), cerebral vascular disease (302 deaths) and acci
dents (81 deaths).

I
I

tmk c$Nf@Th*UN

FIGURE 8. Percentof single-familyhomes wfthdtfferentvalues
of @2@Rnconcentration(36).

the EPA as are specifically outlined abatement methods
(2,4).

Water purificationsystems and aeration techniques can
be useful in areas with high levels of radon in the home
water supply. Typically these are charcoal filter systems,
but the filter itself presents potential difficulty in disposal
and is a potential source of elevated external radiation
dose. Air cleaning systems are not recommended because
they have not been found to be effective.

Majorattention is given to methods in which naturalor
forced ventilation is increased to diminish indoor levels of
radon gas. These range from simply opening windows to
forced ventilation systems when higher levels need to be
abated. Twofold reductions can be obtained by the use of
simple rotating household fans commonly used for summer
ventilation duringthe winter months (38)

Covering exposed earth reduces ingress of radon, as
does sealing cracks and openings in ground level walls and
floors. Drain tiles can be placed surrounding the foundation
and vented away from the house (draintile suction meth
od). This method is designed to pull radon from the soil
surrounding the house and vent it away from the house.
Sub-slab suction is more difficult to accomplish as it in
volves placing pipes underthe house laterallythroughside
walls or by drillingholes in the concrete slab. A fan is used
to vent these pipes away from the house. The walls of

TABLE 7
Radon Distribution (U.S. Average Versus Reading Prong

Region)*
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Typicaloperatingcostrange
forfanTypicalTypical

rangeofelectricItyandradoninstallation
costs@airTechnique

reductions(contractor)loss@ (annual) Comments

80%â€”99% $800â€”2,500 $75-i 75

6Thecosts providedinthis exhibitrepresent the range oftypicalcosts for reducingradon levelsInhomes above 4 pCi,literdownto radon levels
below4 pCliliterIn most cases homes are reduced to an average of about 2 pCI,literAdaptedfromreference 13.

TABLE 8
MitigatiOnStrategies: A Comparisonof Features

WOrkSbeSt ifair can move easily In
the materialunder the floorslab.

Works best ifdrain tiles form
completelooparound the house.

Onlyinhouseswithhollowblock
wails;requiressealingjob of major
openings.

Worksbest Ifair can move easilyto
sump under slab or ifdraintiles
formcompleteloop.

Less heat loss than natural
ventilationincoldwinterclimates.

Costs are variable.

Normallyused in combinationwith
othertechniques.Requiresproper
materialsand carefolinstallation.

WorksbestwIthtightbasementthat
can be isolatedfromoutdoorsand
upper floors.

Significantheat and condItionedair
loss; operatingcost dependent
uponutilItyratesandamountof
ventilation.

Umfteduse;worksbest ina tight
house and when used for
basement; less COnditIOnedair
loss than naturalventilation.

90%â€”99% $800â€”i,700

50%â€”99@@ $1,500-3,000

9@99% $800-2,500

Sub-slabsuction (sub-slab
@@on)

Drain-tilesuction

Block-wallsuction

Sump hole suction

Sub-membrane
depressurlzationIn

NaturalventilationIna

80%-@99% $1,000â€”2,500

$200â€”500if
addftionalvents
are Instailed;$0

wIthno additional
vents

$100â€”2,000

50%-99% $500-I ,500

$200â€”500if
additionalvents
installed;$0w@

no addItional
vents

$1,200-2,500

@50%

0%-50%

$75â€”i75

$i50-300

$100â€”225

$50â€”i75

May be some energy

None

$150â€”500

$100-700

Sealingofradonentry
routes

House @)
â€”on

NatUralventilation

Heatrecoveryventilation

Variable

25%-50%
Ifused for
fullhouse;
25%â€”75%
Ifused for
basement

$75-500for
continuousoperation

Table 9 shows age-adjusted relative risk in relation to
exposure. Level 0 is nonexposed and increasing levels are
graded by quartiles. The excess relative risk (ER) of lung
cancer per WLM (ER/WLM)from radonfell from 0.6%to
0.2% when adjusted for arsenic exposures. The increase in
relative risk with increasing levels of arsenic exposure is
much stronger than the increase with level of radon expo
sure. Radon exposures ranged to greater than 800 WLM
with the majority of exposures exceeding 400 WLM, and
arsenic exposures ranged to greater than 10 mg-yr m3
with the average exposure in the 3â€”5mg-yr m3 interval.
The study is the largest of its kind and permits analysis of
several other important factors. The ER/WLM declined
significantly with (1) increasing exposure rate (cumulative
WLM/durationof exposure); (2)years since last exposure,

and (3) increasing attainedage. These effects only became
significant after adjustment for the exposure effect from
arsenic. In this cohort, 41% of the undergroundworkers
were < 15yr old when they started mining, however, lung
cancer risk did not vary consistently with age at firstradon
exposure.

Figure 10 shows the relative risk estimates for different
groups of miners, which indicate a wide uncertainty in
cancer inductionrates observed (41). Greatvariationin the
ER/WLM from lung cancer has been seen in the different
miner studies with the lowest risk observed in the Port
RadiumandAmerican uraniumminers and the highest risk
observed in the Swedish and Beaverlodge miners. Whether
the differences are due to errorsin dose estimation, failure
to correct for smoking and other lifestyle cofactors, or to
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other exposures received in the mines cannot be assessed
at this time. Studies aregoing on in these mines to establish
and corroboratedosimetry estimates and to measure other
materials, such as from arsenic, to which the miners may
have been exposed. Continuing follow-up is proceeding
and more definitive informationmay be forthcomingfrom
these studies, although the uncertainties in doses received
by miners many years ago will be very hardto overcome.

The effect of smoking as a cofactor in thes.e studies is
well accepted. Tumors appear earlier in smoking miners,
and smoking is a significant cofactor (it is estimated that
smokers have a 10times higherriskper unit absorbeddose
than nonsmokers) (8). It is also true that exposure to pas
sive smoking has not been controlled in any of the miner
studies and this may be as importantas the radon expo
sures themselves.

The majoruncertainties in the miner studies arise from
uncertainties in dosimetry and in exposure to other carcin
ogens and/orpromoters in the mine, as well as difficultyin
controlling for smoking. The studies being conducted in
China (2M0) point out the importance of controlling the
other exposures in the mines (arsenic in this case), and the
use of :zloPbskull measurements provides a potential
means of improving the dosimetry which has been a prob
1cmin all radon epidemiology studies.

EPIDEMIOLOGYSTUDIES: ENViRONMENTAL
D@POSURES

A second source of data on radon risk comes from epi
demiologic studios of persons living in homes with in
creased radon levels. A large Canadian study was con

TABLE 9
Lung Cancer MOrtalItyby Levals of Exposure to Arsenic and Radon@
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ducted in 18 cities involving 14,000 homes (42). A
statistically significant correlation was found for smoking
and lung cancer mortalityin males, but the correlationwas
negative for mortality on measures of radon daughter con
centration for males and positive for females, neither of
which were statistically significant. Multiple linear regres
sion analysis revealed that radon daughterconcentrations
did not add significantly to the effect of smoking on lung
cancer rates. The authors concluded that any effect of
radon, if present, was so small in comparison to the effect
due to smoking, that it could not be detected in this type or
size of study.

Case-control studies are ongoing in 10 countries attempt
ing to relate radonexposure and lung cancer risk. Features
of the different studies including the prevalence of homes
with exposures greater than 4 pCi/literare enumeratedby
Neuberger (43). The studies range in size from 32 to 3200
lung cancer cases with equal or greater numbers of controls
in each study. The total number of subjects in the study
include 12,273lung cancer cases and 19,082controls. Sam
ple sizes needed to reach statistical significanceat different
exposure levels arecalculated and suggest thatmany of the
studies have adequate statistical power to reject the null
hypothesis at high doses. But Neuberger believes that ra
don health effect studies at low doses could provide an
opportunity to test the linear hypothesis and assist in de
ciding whether and in what circumstances the costs of
radonremediationcould bejustified. He notes that through
1990, only about 25% of radon studies found statistically
significantassociations (44) A largenumberof the studies
found lower than expected hazards from low doses, but
these effects are almost never statistically significant.
These studies conclude that deleterious effects of low
doses, if present, are too low to detect in humanpopulation
studies.

Letourneau has recently completed a large case-control
study in Winnipeg involving 750 histologically confirmed
lung cancer cases, age- and sex-matched against 750 con
trols. Winnipeg was studied because it has the highest
radon levels in urbanCanada. Over 80%of the residences
were measured with alpha-trackdetectors. They adjusted
for occupational factors, active smoking and ethnicity and

found no evidence of a correlation between lung cancer
and residentialradon levels (Letourneau E,personal corn
munication).

An NIH-sponsored case-control study in Sweden inves
tigated the correlation between radon exposure and lung
cancer in 210 women with lung cancer and 400 control sub
jects (45). Smoking and residential history were obtained by
interviews and radon measurements were made in a small
fraction of the homes lived in by the subjects over their
lifetime. Time-weighted radon measurements were made us
ing either alpha-track detectors (1 yr average level per house
holdmeasured),or thermoluminescentdosimeterswhich re
corded radon levels during a 2-wk period in the heating
season.

The authors indicate that lung cancer risk tended to
increase with estimated radon exposure, reaching a rela
tive risk of 1.7 (1.0â€”2.9)in women exposed to average
radon levels, some of which greatly exceed 4 pCi/liter.
They note that these risk estimates are within the range
reportedfor radon-exposed miners. The risk was 14 times
higherin smokers than nonsmokers in the lowest exposure
group (<2 pCi/liter),while in the higherexposure group, it
was 6 times higher. In none of the smoking groups was
there a significanttrend relatinglevel of radonexposure to
cancer risk. They found an increased trend with exposure
in young women based on five cases in the low-dose group
and 11 in the high-dose group. The group aged under 55 yr
was the only one in which a significant trend was noted.
They report a stepwise increase in relative risk for lung
cancer in nonsmokers (p = 0.04). This correlation was
stronglydependenton the dose intervalschosen because no
significant correlation was obtained when the dose was a
continuous variable (p = 0.5) (Lubin Ml, pe,@ona1commu
nication). A problem common to all residential radon studies
is the difficulty oflocating homes in which cases and controls
lived, especially in the remote past (46). Three methods of
assigning dose to missing time periods were used, and in only
one case did they finda significantcorrelation.In neitherof
the other two methods of adjustmentwas a significanttrend
noted. This study does not provide strong support for a
positive association between residential radon exposure and
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an increased risk of lung cancer in Sweden with its high
residential levels.

A more recent report was released by the Swedish group
at a press conference in February 1993 (47). They con
ducted a large case-control study based on 1360 lung can
cer cases diagnosed between 1980 and 1985 and 2857
matched controls. Track-etchdosimetrywas obtained dur
ing the winter season in approximately 70% of their resi
dences. Regression analysis includedsmokingas avariable
alongwith radonexposure, age, degree ofurbanization and
occupation. They found a relative risk of 1.3 (1.1â€”1.6)at
4â€”11pCi/literand1.8(1.1â€”2.9)atexposures>11pCi/liter,
and attributed15%of the lungcancer cases to radon.They
also found a greater than multiplicativerole for smoking.

A large study is being conducted in the high background
regionof Chinain the GuangdongProvince and an adjacent
control region (48). The study involves 2 million person
years of observation equally divided between the two re
gions. The mRnlevels differby a factorof3 in the two areas,
but the ratesof lung cancer mortalitywere reversedin rela
tion to radondose. Therewere 25 lung cancer deaths in the
high-background area (average lung and treobronchial dose
= 300â€”400 mrem), and 35 in the control region (average lung

and treobronchial dose = 100 mrem), i.e., a 25% higher lung
cancer mortality rate in the low-background region.

Levels of radon in the Reading Prong region are very
high in certain areas of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. A
case-control study was carried out in New Jersey in 433
women with lung cancer and 402 controls (49). They re
ported a statistically significant positive trend, compatible
with increasing risk of elevated radon residential expo
sures. Only a small fraction of the cases and their resi
dences could be located and radon levels measured. The
study revealed a high relative risk associated with the high
est exposed individuals. The authors urged caution in in
terpretation because of selection biases and the small num
bers of subjects in the high exposure group.

Umhausen, Austria is a small village (2600 inhabitants)
in the West Tyrol in which very high radon concentrations
(median 50 pCi/liter) are found in an area between two
rivers. In the rest of the town, radon levels are lower
(median = 5 pCi/liter). The median lifetime radon exposure
in these two areas is 242 and 23 WLM, with relative risks
of 6.1(4.4â€”8.4)and 1.43 (0.7â€”2.7),respectively. The rates
in the very high exposure group are comparable to those
observed in uranium miners, whereas the rate in the lower
exposed group is not significantly elevated (50).

In the United States, Cohen (51) has studied lungcancer
rates in 965 counties in all states. He found a strong nega
tive slope, which is highly significantly different from the

slope predicted using linear/nonthreshold models and
BEIR IV data (Fig. 11).

An extension of that study includes data from 1600U.S.
counties and compares mortality rates for various cancers
to average radon levels. The strongest correlations are
found with lung cancer, and the sign of the correlation is
negative (52).

All of the environmental radon epidemiology studies
have serious methodological problems. One problem is
uncertain dosimetry. Uncertainties arise from difficultyin
locating formerresidences and determiningthe cumulative
dose to assign to each individualin case-control studies, as
well as to what dose to assign to the ThE cell from which
radon-induced lung cancer is thought to arise. The new
methods being used for radon measurements should pro
vide some help on the data collection aspect. Remaining
major problems common to all epidemiology studies are
the difficultyin identifyingand controllingfor the presence
of confoundingvariables, such as smoking (active andpas
sive), along with the problems in identifying and correcting
for various selection and ascertainmentbiases.

Because of these uncertainties, the size of the study
needed to establish statistical confidence is very large and
the power of the statistical tests is often too weak to iden
tify a significant difference between no risk from residential
radonandincreasedriskat the level foundin minerstudies.
A reasonable conclusion from these studies is that delete
rious effects from average levels or naturalbackground, if
present, are too small to detect in most residential radon
epidemiology studies. Evidence derived from ecologic stud
ies has recently been critically reviewed with special rele
vance to radon. The authors conclude that the 15 largest
ecologic studies they surveyed did not contributeto better
understanding the quantitative risks of indoor radon (53).

The AmericanCancerSociety estimated that there were
136,000 deaths from lung cancer in the U.S. in 1987, and
that about 113,000 of these were the direct result from
cigarette smoking. This assumption would leave 23,000
lung cancer deaths that may arise from all other causes.
Using the average continuous radon exposure of 0.75 pCi!
liter (0.19 WLM/yr)and the NAS-BEIR IV risk estimates,
the numberof radon-inducedlung cancer deaths expected
annually can be computed. Assuming a population of
240,000,000 in the U.S., between 4500 and 23,000 lung
cancer deaths could be attributedto radonexposure annu
ally (54). The average risk from NAS-BEIR IV (3.5 x
1O4iWLM) would predict 16,000deaths. Since there must
be other causes of lung cancer besides cigarette smoking
and radon progeny, many scientists involved in radiation
protection matters believe that the hazards of radon expo
sure are significantly overestimated. In any event, the
cheapest and most effective way of diminishing the lung
cancer risk is to decrease or eliminate cigarette smoking.

Based upon the results of studies in miners, the esti
mated risk of lung cancer from exposure to radonprogeny
from ICRP, NCRP and BEIR IV are shown in Table 10.
The estimates average 3.5 x 1O4IWLM.

The Second InternationalWorkshop on Residential Ra
don (46) discussed the various ongoing case-control stud
ies of residential radon exposure and lung cancer risk.
Over 10,000lung cancer cases are included in these inves
tigations. A tabularsummary of these studies is given by
the EPA (13). Given the largenumberof studies now being
conducted, and the difficulties in establishing meaningful
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StudyExcess

lifetimelung
cancer mortalIty

(deaths/10Â°personWLM)BEIRIV

1988350ICRP
198717n@@@t

360@NCRP
1984130BEIRIII
1980730UNSCEAR

1977200-450*Adapted

fromreferences 8 and6.tR@@
riskwithICRPpopulation.@ReIatIVe
risk with 1980 U.S. population as InBElAIV.

dosimetry, correcting for confounders and in pooling data,
the DOE report concluded that it was unlikely that mean
ingful low dose risk estimates could be derived from addi
tional radon epidemiology studies.

GUIDEUNES FOR MmGAI1NG HIGHLEVELSOF
RADON IN ThE HOME

Currently there are no U.S. statutory limits covering
naturallyoccurringradioactivematerialssuch as radonand
its progeny. However, both the NCRP and EPA have
published guidelines for acceptable levels of radon in the
home (1,16). â€˜sheNCRP recommends that in single-family
homes, remedial action should be taken to reduce radon
levels if the average annual exposure exceeds 2 WLM/yr
(equal to 8 pCi/literassuming radon daughters are in 50%
equilibriumwith @Rn).

EPA recommendations are based on average airborne
radon levels in the home, and they recommend a graded
scale of actions as presented in Table 11. Their recommen
dations suggest action at a lower dose (factorof 2) than the
NCRP, but otherwise there is no major difference. The
recently passed radon act (55) poses a long-term goal of
remediation to outdoor levels of 0.2â€”0.7pCi/liter which
would requiremany billions of dollars to accomplish. The

FIGURE11. Age-adjustedlungcancerratesareplottedversus
radon levels in counties in the study data base. The abscissa is
dMdedintoranges shownat the topwhichalso showsthe number
ofcountiesineach range.Lungcancerratesforeach set ofcounties
are plotted along wIth mean, standard deviation and first and third
quartiles. Least-squares bestfft lines are plottedforthe mean values
(52).

TABLE 10
Comparison of Estimates of Lifetime Risk of Lung Cancer
MOrtalityDue to a Lifetime Exposure to Radon Progeny@

urgency of recommended actions depends on the average
radonlevels in the living areas of individualhomes and not
simply on the highest level in an uninhabitedportion of the
house. The amount of time spent in the home and where
one spends most of that time needs be considered when
making decisions on corrective actions. If high levels are
found in high occupancy areas, remedial action should be
considered and advice obtained from experts. Radiation
control officials at the state or local level can suggest ad
ditional kinds of measurements, as well as recommend
remedial actions, if indicated.

The EPA estimates approximately 22,000 lung cancer
deaths per year may be related to radon exposure in the
U.S. (56). Over a period of 70 yr. with 75% of an individ
ual's day spent in the home, they calculate that an indoor
level of 4 pCi/liter,with a 50%equilibriumbetween radon
and its daughters would result in 54 WLM cumulative
exposure, assuming 0.25 WLM/yr and 240 million people
results in 60-million-personWLM. They then assume 360
deaths per million WLM (an average between the lower
BEIR IV, and higher EPA estimates), from lung cancer
(age-averagedrate for the U.S. population), and compute
21,600 deaths due to lung cancer due to radon per year.
The ICRPgives a rangeof 8,600â€”25,900to these estimates.
The EPA evaluation of the risks from radon relative to
other causes of lung cancer is given in Table 12.

Much controversy surrounds the true magnitude of
health risks from radon, and the appropriateactions to be
taken at different measured levels in the home or work
place. The issue boils down to understandingthe magni
tude of the health and economic risks and the costs and
benefits of differentresponses. The ICRP (7) recommends
that â€œproposedinterventions should . . . be sufficiently
(beneficial) to justify the harm and the costs, including
social costs, of the intervention. The form, scale and du
rationof the interventionshould be chosen so that the net
benefit of the reduction of dose, i.e, the benefit of the
reduction in radiationdetriment, less the detrimentassoci
ated with the intervention, should be maximizedâ€•(57).

The issue comes down to cost andbenefit. The EPA has

3 6
Radon Level (pCi/U
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EStimated nUmberoflung
cancerdeathsdue

to radonexposurepCI/literWL(out
of 1000)Comparable exposurelevelsComparablerisk2001440-7701000

times average outdoor levelMore than 60 tImes
nonsmokerrisk
4 pack-a-daysmoker1000.5270-630100

times average indoorlevel20,000
chest x-raysperyr400.2120-3802

pack-a-daysmoker200.160â€”210100
times average outdoorlevel1

pack-a-daysmoker100.0530-12010
times average indoorlevel5

tImes nonsmokerrisk40.0213-50200

chest x-raysperyr20.017-3010
times average outdoorlevelNonsmoker

riskofdying
fromlungcancer10.0053-13Average

indoorlevel20
chest x-raysperyr0.20.0011-3Average

outdoorlevel*From

referenceI.

TABLE 11
EPA Recommendations*

Howquicklyshouldactionbetaken?
Inconsideringwhetherandhowquicklytotakeactionbasedontestresufts,thefollowingguidelinesmayprovetobeuseful.TheEPA
believesthat radon levelsshouldtryto be permanentlyreduced as much as possible.Based on currentlyavailableinformation,the EPA
believesthat levels in most homes can be reduced to about 0.02 WL(4 pCI/liter).

If results are about 1.0 WLor higher orabout 200 pcI/titer or higher
Exposures inthis range are among the highestobserved in homes. Residents should undertakeactionto reduce leveleas far below1.0 WL
(200PCI/lIter)as possible. ft Is recommendedthat actionshould be taken withinseveral weeks. Ifthis Is not possible,consultationwith
appropriatestate or localhealthor radiationprotectionofficialscan determineIftemporaryrelocationIs appropriateuntilthe levelscan be
reduced.

If results are about 0.1 to about 1.0 WL orabout 20 to about 200 pci/lIter
Exposures inthis range are consideredgreatlyabove average for residentialstructures.Actionshould be undertakento reduce levelsas far
below0.1 WL(20 pCI/liter)as possiblewithinseveral months.

If results are about 0.@ to about 0.1 WL,c,iabout 4 pCi/literto about 20 pCI/liter
ExposuresInthisrangeareconalderedaboveaverageforresidentialstructures.Actionshouldbeundertakentolowerleveletoabout0.02WL
(4 pCI/liter)or below withina few yearn, sooner if levels are at the upper end of this range.

If results are about 0.02 WLor lower, orabout 4 pcLllter or lower
ExposuresInthisrangeare consideredaverageorslightlyaboveaverageforresidentialstructures.Althoughexposuresinthisrangedo
present some riskof lungcancer, reductionsof levelsthis lowmay be dlfIIcuit@and sometimes impossible,to achieve.

NOTE:ThereIsIncreasingurgencyforactionat higherconcentrationsofradon.Thehigherthe radonlevelIna home,thefasteractionshould
be taken to reduce exposure.

*F@ referenceI.

estimated the cost per life saved (by averting a predicted
lungcancer fromradon)forvarious action levels thatmight
be chosen. The numbers range from $1.1 million dollars at
2.0 pCi/liter to $0.7 million dollars at 4 pCi/liter and $0.4
million dollars at the NCRP level of 8 pCi/liter (13). The
cost per life saved from other nonradiological risks can
reach the 0.4-million dollar figure (57).

TABLE 12
Radon RiskEValUatiOnChart@
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SUMMARYSTATEMENTBY REIRCOMMITtEE

Radon is a naturallyoccuring element which has been
shown to cause lung cancer in high doses. Miners exposed
to high doses have an increased lung cancer risk which is
significantly enhanced by smoking. Radiobiology data re
veal a linear dose response following exposures to alpha



particle emitters in the low-dose region with saturation at
high exposure levels (>200â€”400WLM). A resident of a
4-pCi/liter house (0.04 WL) could be exposed at a rate of
0.5 WLM/yr. A small fraction of homes have much higher
radon concentrations, exceeding levels in mines in some
cases. It is clear that these homes need to be identified and
their levels reduced. The cost of remediationof an individ
ual dwelling is reasonably inexpensive at low radonlevels,
but there are many such houses. Very high-levelhouses are
more difficultand expensive to mitigate, but they are rela
tively rare. The estimated costs are very high even at the
4-pCi/liter level, but are consistent with the costs society has
and does spend for various healthand safety problems.

To date, the EPA has had little success in stimulating
homeowners to measure radon levels in their homes which
would be the first step in the process of deciding on a
course of action if a highradonlevel is found. This is partly
because it is difficult to get people concerned that their
home, a place that one looks to for security, is a potential
source of hidden danger.Also, it has not yet been possible
to generate convincing data on increased risk at or below
levels <4â€”8pCi/liter. However, it is prudent for people
living in areas in which high levels do exist and are well
known and publicized should they choose to test their
home. Then, based on individualattitudes toward accept
able risks, appropriateaction can be taken dependingupon
their resources and competing needs. This is also the po
sition that society, faced with a multitudeofcostly options,
must take. The cost-to-benefit ratio for radon abatement
needs to be carefully considered in that context. Based on
currently available data, the committee concludes that the
costs of remediation exceeded the anticipated potential
benefits for radon levels less than 8 pCi/liter.
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